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Let us fix a number a, O< a < 2. We join two p0int.s on the unit sphere Sm in the real 
m-space iff their distance is a. Denote the obtained graph by g,,,. We prove that the chromatic 
number x(9@,,,) tends to infinity when m --+ a. This gives a positive answer to a question of P. 
Erdiis. 
Let %I,,, = %!&,(a) be the graph defined above. If (Y G fi, then the subgraph of 3, 
induced by the vertices 
( J1-:u2,~,0,...,0),...,(~‘l-ta2,0 )..., o,$ 
is complete and thus the chromatic number of %J,,, is not smaller than m - 1. We 
shall therefore focus our attention on the case A&< (Y c 2. 
‘Ilnwem 1. Let cy be a real number fi< cy c 2. If the positive integers n, k are such 
that (Y s 2Jl- k/2(n + k), then the chromatic number of 9!&,+k is at least k + 2. 
Proof. Set 
cr cu&+d2n+k-&‘(n+k) 
fJ,= I-_- 
ra d2n 2n+k 
P2 
= a&+a+ k -&x2(n + k) 
2n+k 
To every n-subset A of (1,2,. . . ,2n + k} 
of S2n+k such that 
rA=PI if iEA, 
rA=-p? if $A. 
assign a point PA = (r;“, S,^, . . . , &&+,) 
We have chosen p2 as a root of the equation 
a(-&--p2)2+(n+k)p:=1 
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and thus for every n-subset A of {1,2, . . . ,2n + k} we have that 
tn+k 
c (~~)2=n~:+(n+k)&=l 
and hence PA E S2n+k. 
Suppose that the vertices of SZn+k are colored by k+l colors. This induces a 
(k + 1).coloring of n-subsets of {1,2, . . . ,2n + k}. Then, by the well known 
theorem of LAX&Z and Bti&ny [1, 21 there are two disjoint n-subsets Al, A2 of 
11 2 9 , . . . ,2n + k} in the same color class. The distance between the points PA1 
and PA2 is 
(flk ((Al - *+)2) “*= ((pl + p2)22n)112 = a.
s 
COH&UY. Let m and cy be such that m 2 2ar2/(4-cy2). Then 
x(9&(*))2-$m. 
This gives a positive answer to a question of P. Erdiis [3]. 
Roof. Let m and (r be given. Set n = ~(~~*-2)m/cu*~. ([xl denotes here the 
upper integer part.) We have 
m-2n=k>m-2a - 
2-2, 2 
cy* 
4-azm 2>. 
=-7- --. 
Thus Theorem 1 immediately yields the lower bound given in the Corollary. 
N&e added in proof 
Peter Frank1 told me about the following theorem which is proved in [4]. Using 
this theorem, similarly as we used [l, 23 above,Theorem 1 may be strengthened. 
IZ~renn 2 (cf. [41). Let & be a family of I -element subsets of (1,2,. . . , m} 
and le: go, F~,. . . , ps be distinct residues module a prime p, such that t = p. (mod p) 
and for any two distinct A, A’ E SQ 
IAnA’l=&(modp) forsome i, l<i<s. 
Then IdI 6 (7). 
Theorem 3. Let Jz6ar<2. Then 
X(~“,(a))~(2-t(y*)~(4-a2)m(‘+o(l)). 
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RemuL, For Oc (r ~6 the growth of x(%&z)) is also exponential. This is an 
easy consequence of Theorem 3 or follows from Theorem 5 in [4]. 
Sketch of the Rumf of ‘llwmm 3. For given m, let n be a prime such that 
m =-$ ?&(1+0(l)); 
and let k be such that 
k ( = $- l)n(l+o(l)) 
To each (n +&subset A of {1,2,. . . , m} assign a point on the unit sphere 
similarly as above, i.e. 
(A J& =--p if&A and Sp=p if i#A, 
n 
where p is the root of the equation 
(n+k)(-&-+(m-(n,+k))p2= 1. 
Then 
W*,, E&J = a iff IA, nA21 = k (mod n). 
Set in Theorem 2 
(1) 
t=n-tk, pO=k, p=n, {pl ,..., cl,}={O,l,..., n-l)-(k). 
Then, to avoid a pair P Al, PA2 in one color class, for which (1) holds we have tc: 
color the sphere into at least 
As 
(n~k)/(n~lJ, (EJ = ( ~-_~)~4-az)(1+o(1rm, 
we are done. 
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